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and 
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Syracuse University 
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ibj-tnsl 

The strong tralllng-edge shook waves from the nozzle guide vanes of transonic turblna stages can 

give rise to interactions with the downstream rotor which are significantly sore severe than Is the case 

with loner pressure ratio stages. It is therefore important to study such effects In detail both from 

the point of view of stage power output and more Importantly from that of heat transfer rates. A study 

has been aade of a transonic rotor profile in a static oaacade in whloh the effect of shook wave 

interaction la simulated by means of an array of bars rotating at the correct speed and spacing upstream 

of the stationary rotor blades. Detailed heat truisfer rate measurements made with rapid response gauges 

enable the wake and shook phenomena to be separated. 
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NGV exit velocity, relative bar velocity 

Tangential (or true) ahsrd 

Thermal conductivity (W/aJC) 

Neat transfer rate (W/m>) 

Iseatroplo Hash number (based on local static proaeure and Inlet total pressure) 

Nusselt Number 

Reynold» Number (based on Inlet total conditions, lsentroplo eilt Hach Number and tangential chord) 

Blade aurfaee perimeter 

Time 

Temperature (I) 

Turbulence level - u'/'J 

Fluctuating veloolty (m/a) 

Veloolty (»/•> 

lotor relative velocity, cascade Inlet veloolty 

Surface distance from the leading edge stagnation point 

Distance 1» the pltoh-wlse direction from the epaawlse datum position 

Oas angle (measured from the axial direction) 

3u»eorlpts 

• - ft-eeatreem 

o        - Total 

l.t  - Inlet. Outlet 

mama - Measuring point 

h.m.t • Hub. meaa. tip (or tangential In chord definition) 

re!  - kelatlve bar condition 
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latroduatlM 

The effeota of unsteady flows causBd by rotor blade/HGV Interactions and the disturbance to the 

potential flow due to rotor blade notion are arousing increasing Interest as attempts are made by turbine 

designers to improve their predictions of performance. Previous work by Doorly1-1 and Dunn4-" has shown 

the significant effeot of NGV—*otor interaction on heat transfer rates assoolsted with the effeot of the 

turbulent NQV wake on the rotor boundary layer as the blade passes through the wake. Doorly's studies 

have identified the fluid dynamic phenojena associated with the interaction employing a stationary linear 

casoade and an array of bars rotated off-axis upstream of the blades in such a way as to generate a set 

of wakes which pass over an instrumented stationary blade. Dunn's studies, on the other hand, involved a 

complete rotor behind an NGV ring. Ar. extensive study of unsteady secondary flow vortioes in a turbine 

rotor stage has been nude by Binder et al.11-11. Laser two-foou velooimetry was used to track the 

distortion and migration of the NGV passage vortex as it passed through the rotor blade ring- 

Simultaneous measurements of mean velocity and turbulence level were made. It was found that the 

turbulence level arising from this vortex was raised considerably by the cutting aotion of the rotor 

blade» and this affect was asorlbed by Binder et al. to the break-up of the vortex Itself. The 

experiments were oarried out in a stoady flow turbine rig so that the long sampling times required for 

accurate L2F measurements were readily attainable. Hodaon11 has also investigated the blade-wake 

interaction measuring unsteady blade pressures on a large-scale rotating rig in a manner similar to that 

at OTRC where Dring and his colleagues1•-'■ have studied blade boundary layers using a rotor axis fixed 

hot wire anemometer 

The wo.-k reported in the present study has been carried out lr a linear cascade of the blades of a 

transonic stage where the NGV exit Mach Number is generally higher than that used by Doorly or Dunn and 

In wiiioh the strong reoompresslon shocks in the wake have a more important effeot on the boundary layer 

and henoe on the heat transfer rates. The rotor profile is the same as that currently fitted to the KIT 

transient blowdown facility dasorlbed by Epstein et al.1' so that dlreot comparisons will be possible 

between the two different approaches. 

* 

The measurements were carried out In the lsentr i1c light piston cascade described by Schultz et 

al.". in which a short duration (- 0.5 sec.) flow la pre 'uo*J at the correct full-scale engine Reynolds 

and blade exit Hach Numbers and at the correctly scaled gas/wall temperature ratio. The simulation 

employed. I.e. stationary rotor and moving wakes has advantages In terms of simplicity over the fully 

rotating experiment in so far as Schlieren techniques may be employed to locate shock waves and boundary 

layer separations (Induced, it will be seen, by the incident shock wave). It muat be emphasised, 

however, that the following effects are not simulated: 

1. Temperature gradients in the wake due either to a film cooled NGV or the heat transfer to 
the vane as a whole. 

2. The differential effects of buoyancy forces on the cooled wake and the mainstream flow. 

3. Distortion of the N'JV pasaage flow by the rotor blockage. 

4. The Influence of unsteady secondary flowa over both the rotor root and the tip region. 

The simulation Is. in effect, valid only for aid-blade height flows but is believed to be valuable 

nevertheless In that It enables the relevant fluid dynamic phenomena to ue isolated and studied in some 

detail. The arrangement of the linear casoade. the rotating disc and stranded steel cables Is 

illustrated in Fig. 1(a). a more complete description la given by aahworth et al." and It sufflcea her« 

to record tMt the aerodynamic design of the prototype sold air turbine is which a el blade rotor spins 

at »004 SPM behind an NCy ring of 14 vanes Is correctly simulated by having a disc can ying 14 radial 

bars (stranded oable) and a turelne scaling factor cascade/cold air turbine of 1.1147. The MOV trailing 

edge diameter was 1.11*1 mm and the nearest suitable cable diameter of 1.4151 mm waa ehosen for 

convenience. The plane of the array of the bare waa located 14 111 mm upstream of the cascade blade 

leading edge lime. Experimente reported by Dourly'-' have shown that a wake velocity profile similar to 

that from an NGV can be produced bv a circular cyUrder of diameter equal to that of the vane trailing 

i 
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edge. The cascade has a span of 30 mm at blade inlet and 56.095 mo at exit with the expansion on one 

side only as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). A turbulenoe grid 208 mm upstream of the oaaoade provides a level 

of u'/O of approximately 3*. Upstream and downstream statio and total pressures were measured routinely 

to establish the correct oasoade operating conditions and are reported in more detail by Ashworth et 

al.1'. The operating conditions at the nominal engine design point are given below. 

The heat transfer gauges used in this study are conventional thin film surface resistance 

thermometers widely used for the determination of heat transfer rate in short duration facilities«. 

Data from 22 suoh gauges were stored in a digital transient recorder sampling up to 14 channels at 

500 kHz for each channel or were input directly to the A/D converter at a slower rate of 400 Hz for some 

of the (4 available A/D channels when time arei.je data only were required, also used for aeas rements 

such as inlet and exit statio pressures. The locations of these heat transfer gauges on the blade are 

shown in Fig. 2(a) and given in terms of the surface length 'x' to perimeter 's' from the stagnation 

point. A more detailed study of the reaotion of the suction surface boundary layer be both freestream 

turbulenoe and the wake-passing phenomena is also reported below. For this study another blade was 

instrumented with thin film gauges which were only 4 mm long as compared to 10 mm for the previous testa, 

and were more closely spaoed around the profile, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The model points in Fig. 2(b) are 

those referred to in Fig. 6. Surface pressures were measured in a time-averaged manner ualng Sanaym 

semiconductor transducers type LX-K20D operating in a differential mode as reported in more detail by 

Ashworth et al.". Baseline experimental results have been reported by Aahworth et al. but for clarity 

some of this data is referred to In the present paper. The velocity triangle for the steady nominal 

design case Is shown in Fig. Kb) which includes the effeot of the reduced NQV exit wake velocity C' on 

Experimental Result» 

Mean Heat Transfer Without Wake Interaction 

A comparison of baseline data with no rotor/wake Interaction la given in Fig. 3(a) for the two casea 

of low (< 0.1%) freestream turbulenoe and with a turbulence level of approximately 3». It will be jeen 

that the turbulence generated by the bar grid la sufficient to bring the region of boundary layer 

transition forward from about 60* x/a on the pressure surface and 50* x/a on the suation surfaoe to 10* 

and 20* respectively. All of this data waa taken at the nominal design cascade operating co.iditlons: 

432 I 

1.11 
exit 

total 

(based on lsentroplc inlet total and pltsbwlsa averaged exit statio pressures) 

Re •   O.ei« „ io* 

Bj -  5».0««. 

The circled numbers refer to heat transfer gaugea Identified in Fig. 2(a). The heat transfer rate 

is presented in terms of a non-dimensional Nusselt Number, defined as: 

 JUI a 
(T.-T ) k 

XnaU 

The heat transfer rate to the blade with the additional effect of wake Interaction la illustrated in 

Figs. 3(b) and 3(o) for both casea of effectively zero freeatream turbulence and ■ 3% u'/Ü. From 

Fig. 3(c) It will be t*»a that there Is an overall Increase In heat tranafer rate over both the pressure 

and suction aurfacea. The pressure surface heat transfer la enhanced over practically the whole length 

although the dominant effect la observed for valuea of x/e < TO*. On the pressure surface the effect of 

wake Interaction peralsts to about x/a - 30*. Examples of Instantaneous heat transfer rates are inset in 

the Figure and a more extensive 'atlas' of results Is given In Ashworth et ml,«". The heat transfer 

ratea with wake interaction and with affectively zero freestream turbulence are ahown in Fig. 3(b). la 

expected there la a marked Increase in the level of neat tranafer rate over almost the entire pressure 
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arid suction surface«.  Examples of instantaneous rallies of beat transfer rate are Inset and these also 

Illustrate the Increase over the undisturbed oase. 

Mean Effects of Inlet Inoldenoe Llgll op, Brit Transfer Hate and Pressure Distribution 

I 
Is Is Illustrated In rig. Kb) the passage of the reduced velooity wake through the rotor bladlng 

gives rise to a tiae varying change of inoldenoe angle, although this ohange is associated with the 

blade-wake interaction there is nevertheless a tine-averaged effeot wbiob leads to quite Barked 

variations. particularly on the suotion surfaoe heat transfer rate and pressure distribution. 

Considering first the heat transfer rate. Fig. 4(a). illustrates the more prolonged region of laminar 

heat transfer rate associated with a decreased inoldenoe of -10« froa design value of 58.06*. Studies at 

an increased inoldenoe of 63.06* were carried out for off-design performance purposes only and although 

reported here for reference are not a part of the overall wake-blade interaction experiments. The 

unsteady incidence efrects caused by the wake velooity deficit are not correctly simulated by 

aeasureaents Bade In the steady state but it is probable that the nature of the transient changes, at 

least near the leading edge, are in line with those shown. Similar remarks apply to the effeot of a 

decreased Inoldenoe on Mach Number distribution around the blade. Fig. 4(b), the overall result being a 

reduotlon of Kaoh Number, I.e. unloading of the crown of the suotion surface, x/a < 4M. 

t of the Unsteady Disturbance at Inlet 

In order to understand the unsteady phenoaens osused by the bar-passing apparatus, a sketch of the 

expected Inlet disturbances In the simulation and the engine la given in Fig. 5(a). The velooity 

trlar.,jles are matched by setting tbe oorreot bar velocity and Batching the oasoade inlet velooity to the 

rotor relative velocity. Tbe intermittent perturbations to the inlet flow caused by the simulation are 

shown for the high freestr-iam turbulence case In Fig. 5(b) in terms of hot-wire output froa the probe 

mounted in the freestreaa inlet plane st mid-passage, and surfaoe stagnation point measurements of 

pressure end hest transfer rate. Both these results and the detailed aeasureaents on tbe suotion surfsoe 

are presented froa tests using the bar-passing apparatus deecrlbed above with Just 2 bars fitted, as 

opposed to the 16 bars necessary to model the oorreot blade passing frequenoy of the oold-air turbine 

design. This enables individual bar-passing events to be separated In time, since it la difficult to 

tell whether events were merging together froa the 16 bar experiments alone. Thia data la normalise. 

with respect to 1 oyoles the bar-passing event, so that it is possible to relete information from 

different runs In terms of cycle fraction. The signals alww a background turbulent level extending over 

about 60% of the cycle ebaraoterlaed by a similar type of algnal to that obtained with no rotating bars. 

All three signals have a periodic ooaponent at bar passing frequenoy with two characteristic parts: 

(1) Over about 6tj of the oyole rapid ahangaa in level of the order of 5 to 10 aa rlae and fall 

times are observed. The pressure slgnsl varies by ♦/- 25% and the heat transfer rate by approximately 

♦/- 50%. This disturbance la attributed to shock wavea generated as the bar sweeps past the cascade. By 

examination of Sohlleren photographa of thla flow, examples of wnlch are given In Fig, 7. tbe nature of 

the NGV simulated shock structure can be determined. Clearly two shocks are associated nlth one bar 

passing event, the bow and reoompresalon shocks that would be expected at the bar relative Mach Number in 

steady flow. The separation tlae between theee shocks la approximately T5|ia. Barked as St in Fig. 5(b). 

and la aeen to correspond to tbe time interval between the sharp falls In level to the adjaeent sharp 

peak. 

(11) Following theae rapidly changing eveata. a aeoond lass marked change In level aasoolsted with 

tbe wake la also visible over about 10% of the cycle, marked as the "wake* region in Fig. 5(b). 

Tlme-»esolved Hast Tranafer »ate Haaaur—ante on the Suction Surface 

The nature of tbe reaction of otherwise laminar boundary layera to both a higher level of Isotropie 

freeatreaa turbulence, and to the Intermittent disturbances caused by the wake and abook/boundary layer 

interactions was investigated In more detail using the Instrumented suction surface shown In Fig. 2(b). 

and tnar.e results are presented in Fig. 6. 
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(a) Natural Transition of the Suotlon Surfaoe Boundary Layer 

Hid« bandwidth heat transfer signals obtained from the surfaoe thin film gauges dearly illustrate 

the important differenoes between the low and high freestream turbulenoe oases as shown in the high 

frequenoy traoes of Fig. 6(a). There is a constant spacing of 3 mm between the thin film gauge results 

shown, starting with gauge 3 at an x/s value of 0.12 through to gauge 15 at z/s • 0.65. The low 

turbuleno* oase (Run 5723) remains quiet (laminar) throughout the entire measuring range of the transient 

data (to x/s - 0.65). The surface beat transfer for the high freestream turbulenoe oase, while starting 

somewhat higher than the laminar oase, becomes increasingly dominated by sharp transient events 

(consistent with the theory of turbulent spot development, growth, and gradual merger as proposed by 

Emmona" and verified by many others (e.g. Sohubauer and Klebanoff*1). These spots, which raise the heat 

transfer ooeffloient Instantaneously to high turbulent levels, continue to grow and merge until finally 

the Nusselt Number signals become increasingly characterised by the "steady" turbulent levels. It is 

dearly seen that by the x/s - 0.65 station the flow is at the turbulent level more than >alf of the time 

but drops precisely to the undisturbed laminar values between the turbulent events. In other testa 

oonduoted at 1.5 x De design, the boundary layer was fully turbulent at this looation. 

The physical process of turbulent spot breakdown to turbulence can be seen in Fig. 6(a). The growth 

and rearward conveotion of individual turbulent spots is clearly seen as they move along the blade 

surfaoe. The spot signals grow in height and width as the spots cover more of each succeeding thin film 

gauge and shift in time downstream. This breakdown process is quantified in more detail in Ashworth** 

where intermittenoy levels are estimated from the digital time records and spot conveotion rates are 

estimated from cross-correlation aialy3la of adjoining thin film signals. 

(b) Detailed Wake and Shock Interaction Effects 

It is possible to analyse the reaction of the blade boundary layer to the wake and shook 

perturbation* with 2 bars rotating by investigation of the sequence of time-resolved Nusselt Number plots 

given in Fig. 6(b),(e) and (d). The high freeatream turbulenoe oase with wakes and shocks present 

(Fig. 6(b)) is markedly different to the naturally transitional boundary layer (Fig. 6(a)) over the first 

35% of the surfaoe, with alallar rapid riaea and rails in Nusselt Number to the perturbations evident in 

Fig. 5. This shook related event occurs or the early suction surfaoe due to a shook/boundary layer 

interaction starting at gauge 9, close io the crown of the auotlon surfaoe. Examination cr the Sohlleren 

photographs (Fig. 7) Indicates that the shocks first interact with the boundary layer near to gauge 9, 

the refleotlon point moving toward; the leading-edge as the bar moves in the same dlreotlon. This la 

visible on the early gauges on Fig. 6(b), occurring first on gauge a then moving gradually through gauges 

7 and 5 and finally showing on gauge 3. The rapid drop la surfaoe Nusselt Number is attributed to an 

unsteady separation and the rise to a turbulent re-attachment both eauaed by the shook boundary layer 

interaction. The effeot of the wake la not dearly dlaoernable la Fig. 6(b) and to aid in Identification 

>f this the bara were rotated at a lower speed such that the bar relative Nach Number was subsonic. The 

results of this are shown a* Fig. 6(«) with a much more dearly Identifiable enhancement in beat transfer 

due to this wake. This extends to the later gauges of the surface causing the boundary layer to be rully 

turbulent over the extent of the wake. In Fig. 6(d) the background turbulence was reduced to lea* than 

0.M and the periodic disturbance- due to the bar passing «vents are more clearly evident. The early 

auction surface has shock related phenomena extending well into the cycle period with apparent 

oscillations is Nusselt Number aoving with the «nook. Also apparent f oa Fig. 6(d) la the Intermittent 

nature of the turbulenoe Induced In the boundary layer by toe wake and ahoek interaction, aa the boundary 

layer dearly returns to Ita undisturbed laminar value between the periodic eveata. The heat transfer 

enhancement due to the wake la dearly evident along the whole *urfao*. 

In auamary. it appears that the state of the turbine boundary layer seam» to be controlled by the 

level of freeatream turbulenoe except during the time for whloh the ahoek and wake actually pase through 

the cascade passage 

I 
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Schlieren Photograph« of th« Wake and Shook Interaction 

I 

ID Pig. 7 Sohlleren photographs showing four passages of the cascade (marked A to D) are presented 

for fire instants in th« bar-passing cycle. This refleoted Schlieren teohnlque gives ohanges in tone 

corresponding to the Integrated effeots or density gradient across the span of the oasoade, so that 

events running normal to the tunnel aide-wall show up most clearly. With no bars present the general mid- 

tone appenranoa varies most at the tralllng-edge snooks with some effeots due to the high accelerations 

near to the leading-edges. The photographs in Fig. 7 are from the 2 bar tests, as the pictures become 

somewhat oonfuslng in the high-frequency wake-passing oase. The position of the bar is shown 

corresponding to time 1, 26 us before the bar reaches its datum position at 90" to the tunnel sldewall. 

The tip of the bar enters and lsaves the oasoade whan the bar radial line is inolined at +/- 45* to its 

datum position, but over the range of photographs shown this angle varies from -3* to 'T thus amounting 

to 11% of the oyole between bar-passing events. The shook and wake «vents are evident in all of these 

photographs as is detailed here for eaoh of the times in Fig. 7: 

1. The bow shook is visible in pa-sago C as r thin horizontal line Just touohlng the orown of fhe 

suotlon surfaoe. The tiurved end of this shook is due to refraotion from the leading-edge of the 

upper blade of this passage, as the shook was chopped here as the bar swept by, vertically downwards 

rrom the point of view of these photographs. Some weak shock activity is evident in passage D, as 

will be discussed below. Paasage C oontalns some refleoted shook activity associated with the bar 

rooompresslon shook. The wake can be seen as a mottled region in passage 1 covering more than half 

of the passage. 

2. 71|is later the bow shook has passed the lower blade leading-edge of paasage C and Is now being 

refracted from this point. The rccompresslon shook Is now In passage C, with Its distorted shape due 

to reflection effeots. The wake Is now visible In both paaaages A and B. 

After another *3ea the bow shock has nearly left the lower passage (D). with a quite strong reflected 

shock visible as a series of arcs, due to the three-dimensional nature of the shock as will be 

described balow. The reooapresslon shook Is olose to the leading-edge of the upper blade of passage 

D, also refleoted across the passage. The wake la steadily encroaching In to the two upper passages 

(A and B). 
1 

4. The reflection of the reooapresslon shook In passage C la still evident, and the refraction of the 

eame shook in the lower paasage is now overlapping with the reflection of the bow shock, which now 

also is reflecting again from the pressure surface. The wake Is now starting to appear In paaaage C. 

J. A abort time (SOss) later the shock activity has almoat cleared passage C, aave for aoae weak 

secondary reflection« of the reeompreaslon shook still evident, surprisingly reflecting again off the 

suction surface. It Is assumed that these weaker shook Interactions would not have aucn effect on 

the boundary layer state, but could causa some or the oscillations in heat transfer noticeable only 

In the casea where N   (the bar relative Mach Dumber corresponding to u  i is transonic. 

rrtalQUaM of tat »mat Mj ■?■!■> ffltlttftM 

a^SJJMllBMl Hakt rrtdictiBM 

For the five tie« corresponding to the Schlieren photographs shown in Fig. 7, predictions of the 

wake position were calculated, the results or which are shown In Fig. I. The wake ltsoir Is almoat 2- 

dlachslooal la rora, varying mainly la height aoroea thr apaa due to the J dimensional bar geometry, so 

that only a : dimensional calculation la necessary. The procedure follows that described In Doorly»'. 

now fully a-jtoaatad and allowing for the spreading or the wake by using a width proportional to the 

square root or the distance rrom t':e bar along the line of 0 with the ooaataat or proportionality 

darlved rrom a database or wake measureaenta. Th« predictloa procedure le as follow«: 
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(1) A prediction of the flowfield veloelty Is made, in this aase using the Danton sohtM" and stored 

by the program. 

(li) D  la oaloulated (assumed constant across the span), the center-line of tba uadlstorted wake la 

calculated froa the apeolfied bar position and the width added. 

(Hi) The wake la shifted back In tine so that the bar will return to its correct poaition following the 

marching prooess of the prediction routine. 

(IT) From this initial poaition slements of the wake are oonvaoted by small time steps using the local 

velocity Interpolated from the prediction until the bar reaches the apeolfied looatlon. The 

differential velocities In the flowfield oause distortion of the wake along ita length and across 

its width as it is aooelerated through the passage. 

This simple scheme, which oould be incorporated in the blade design process, agrees well with the 

positions of the wake on the Schlieren photographs, so that the fraotlon of time that the heat transfer 

rate to the surface is affected by the wake could be oaloulated and inoluded in the lntermlttenoy term of 

a prediction. It also demonstrates that to the level of our measuring ability second-order effects such 

as the "negative Jet" effeot do not significantly affeot the wake position, as referred to in Ooorly", 

and that the assumption that this flow unsteadlnesa may be superimposed on the steady flowfield la a 

valid approximation. 

Ouasl-J-Dlaanslonal Shack Prediction 

Although it was possible to model the wake In 2-dlnenslonal terms, the shook structure associated 

with the transonic nature of the bar (ae H , varies from 1.06 at the hub to 1.25 at the tip) la not 

strictly 2-dimenslonal. as has been seen in the Schileren photographs (Fig. 7). An attempt was made to 

predict the positions of the bow and recoupresslon shocks due to the bar In order to allow trajectory 

rate calculations to be made relating to the heat transfer measurements, and to aid In understanding 

phenomena observed in the Schlieren photograpns. An example of suoh a prediction Is presented as Fig. 9. 

The prediction Is based on the assumption that for a small element of the bar the flow is 2 dimension.-! 

r 

shock structure, and unlike the wake. th^s variation should be accounted for. The method of prediction 

was computerised as follows: 

(1) For assumed constant inlet condition» and a specified poaition of the bar M   Is oaloulated and 

Its direction determined. 

(11) The equation of the bow shook In the 2-dimensional plane described above is derived from H   using 

the method described In Shapiro*', ehook properties and turning enfilea obtained by curve-fit 

equations where necessary over a range of Mach Number from 1.0 to l.S. 

(Ill) The recoe-ireealon shook is assumed to be straight and Inclined at the Hach angle (als l/H  ) to 

the direction of N   ulth a virtual origin two diameters downstream of the bar. 

liv) The shocks are chopped and refracted if they are downstream of the blade axial leading-edge point, 

with allowance mad» for regeneration of the shock aa It movea away from thla point, 

(v) Finally the points of Intersection with .he blade suction surface are calou...ied. and the shocks 

are almply refleoted from an origin aid-way between the two Intersection points. 

Comparison »1th the Sohlieren photographs la encouraging, the p^sltlci shown is Fig. * corresponding 

to time 2 in Fig. 7.. and it la hoped that Information from thla simplified model will prove useful aa aa 

aid to understanding the complex shock movements In turbine passagea. In spite of the many simplifying 

assumptions made la thla prediction (auch aa allowing for no variation of the freeatreaa velocity). 

I 

It rar been eatabllshed during the course of thla study :hat the Iseatrople Light Piston Tunnel 

facility combined with the wide bandwldth/hlgh sampling rate beat transfer instrumentation has proved 

capable of tracking very rapidly progressing unsteady events la m fansonlc boundary layer. Operating 
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under a simulated unsteady gas turbine rotor environment aanaltlr* detection and praoisloa traoklng of 

transient shook, wake and boundary layer transitional events wau accomplished. 

1 seoond major outooae of this study was the observation that the strong unsteady interaction of a 

double shook and a slaulated NOT wake with the rotor boundary layer did not have any measurable ■long- 

tarsi" effeota apart froa the strong excursion in heat transfer associated with the «otual passing of the 

shocks and wake. The heat transfer fluctuation levels ware essentially unchanged far removed froa the 

disturbance (in lime) and nearly identical at the rearmost measuring point ezoept for a turtulent patch 

aaaooiated with the shook/wake event itself. 

The lnteraotion of the snooks and wake with the rotor establishes in aore detail the earlier 

observation of Aahworth at al.1* and Doorly and Oldfield1 of strong changes in 'coal heat transfer 

coefficient. The traoklng cf the lnteraotion over the surfaoe oould be followed with son» precision with 

the time resolution of the Instrumentation used. 

Predictions of the positions of both the wake ard shook atruotures eaused by the bar are aott 

encouraging, as they are baaed on simplified models easily Incorporated in the design prooess. unllkv 

■any other methods which are to unwieldy for turbine designers to uae. They both are based on 

superimposing the unsteady struaturea on existing ateady-atate Information, and as such agree well with 

measured data. 
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VTURBULENCE       ~%? 
T   »ID 

SIDE WALL PRESSURE / 

TAPPINGS  ■—-«"• 

SECTION A-A 

Flg. 1(a) Arrangement of Che rotating bar wake 
generator and caacada. 

13  14 

Pressure 
Surfaie 

Hade I 
Point        - 

Model 
Point «/» 

' 0.00 to 0.08 
7 0.1? 11 O.'H 
} 0.24 1? O.i« 
4 Ü.36 1] 0.31 
s 0.43 14 0.38 
1 0.59 IS 0.46 
7 0.71 If. 0.53 
1 0.84 17 0.61 
9 0.% 11 0.68 

19 0.76 
20 0.8J 
?1 0.90 
:.' 0.96 

M = 0 62 

• 

* 

'   9- 

i 
T/E  PLANE 

B2=66 66 

K|. 1(b)  Valoclty trlanglaa at Inlet for the 
steady noalnr.l dealgn caae at rald- 
apan, ahowing the reduced Incidence 
cauaed by the deficit In the wake. 

lB»tfj 

A-, deferred tu 
in Fig. 6 

Suttion 
Suri7a< r 

Model 
Point iü 

1 0.00 
.• 0.08 
1 0.1? 
4 0.15 
5 0.19 
6 0.24 
7 0.28 
a 0.31 
9 0.15 

10 0.39 
11 0.43 
u 0.47 
13 0.51 
14 0.58 
15 0.65 
it 0.73 
17 0.81 

la) (b) 

tit.   -I»)  Co-ordtaatee of the original h«ac traaefer gaugee on the blade profile. 

i'-e- 2(b) Cs-ordiaatee of the ho! •ranefer gaugea for ta« detailed auction aurfaca atudy, 
referred to tu fig. 6. 
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RUN COND SYMBOL 
4502 i=   0 + 
4565 i = *5 x 
4563 i ■ -10 o 

-10   -08  -06   -04  -02    00    02     04    06     08     10 
SUCTION SURFACE FRACTONAl   PERIMETER       PRESSURE SURFACE 

T/E L/E T,'E 

Fig. 4(a)  Effect of Incidence variation on mean heat transfer rate at the nominal design cane 
<M; - 1.18, Re • 0.919E6) with no wake and shock interaction. 
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2 0-| 

i j 
3 

Z 

r  10 
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05 

RUN COND SYMBOL GRID WAKES 
4650 i-O            + 2n,r.         no 
4642 i • > 5            .< 2 mm         no 
4611 i'-10           o 2™™         no 

• 

■ SUCTION  SURFACE N 

Dt;ESSURE   SURCACE 

00 t         -        i        •        t •        t 
00              02              04 06              08 

FRACTIONAL SURFACE  PERIMETER 
L/E 

10 

TVE 

Fig.   4(b)     Effect   of   Incidence  variation  on mean  «urtace   taentroplc   Ha:h  Number  at   Che  r.omlnal 
JrhKMi  case   (H)  '   1.18.   Re  -  0.919E6). 

<< 
VflOCIIY 

tJlillL YL1UU!! S&lÄKiU. 

"•!'.'  1UVIV. 

KÜ10« MUD 
SA(< K'Vllb 

M..   Ha)     Illustration  of   the  comparative 
velocity   triangles  lor   the engine 
and  cascade  simulation  of   the  NCV/ 
rotor  Interaction. 

llot   wire   output 

V 0 

i-e^ding adgti   thin  liliit gjugc 

I   cycle 

Hfc.     *(b)       Hi* »urea« At*   u(    the   WUt«  It,) dlatur 
banc« at Inlet by a hot-wire la the 
Ilccjlleai   And   h*At    Ii:::=!cl and 
pftsjic    5east!csc:-ls   dt    the als£- 
imlun point. 
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Instrumented 
Blade 

Cascade   Axial 
Pitch    Chord 

■ 34.3 ram = 34.82 mm 

Vb ■ 44 mm 

Fig. 8 Predicted wake positions at tines corresponding to the Schlieren photograph» In Fig. 7. 
The two lines for each time are the leading and trailing edges of the highly turbulent 
wake region. 

tf 

r 

i 
Instrumented 

Blade 
Refracted Shocks Direction of 

Schlieren 
Photographs 

Suction 

Surf.ee 
Inlet Flow 

Fit. » 
Bär Rotation Direction 

Predicted ah... V position corresponding to line 2  of Fig. 7, with the btr Inclined at 
2" co ita datum position. Only the half of the shocks downstream of the bar are 

shown for clarity. The refraction and reflection of both shocks can be seen, with the 
re-co»preaaioA shock »ore 2-dtmenslonal in for« Chan the decached bow shock, due to 
stand-off dlscance varlaclon with bar relative Mach Number.  Both shocks are weaker 
towards the hub due to the lower Much Number there, with the bow shock strength less 
than the re-compression ahock strength at each radius. 
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DISCUSSION 

P.Ramctte, Fr 
The wake is induced, in your experiment, by a bar with a diameter corresponding to the nozzle trailing-edge section, 
which is symmetrical, while the nozzle wake is non-symmetrical. Consequently, you do not have the same gradients. 
How representative of a nozzle wake effect is your experiment? 

Author's Reply 
The work reported here is the follow-up of work carried out on a different profile, with a lower relative bar Mach 
Number, as reported by Doorly17. Prior to these tests, static tests were carried out by inserting a bar in a cascade with 
NGVs mounted in the same test section. It was therefore possible to traverse both bar and nozzle wakes and it was 
noted that the bar wake was quite representative of the NGV wakes. The larger momentum deficit corresponding to the 
suction side boundary layer that one would expect to contribute to the asymmetry did not appear to be significant and 
we assumed the same to be true for our cascade. It is worth noting that the weaker shock in the experiments reported by 
Doorly1"' only caused a boundary separation once the shock passed the leading edge of the blade. It is very interesting 
that quite different results can be obtained from similar experiments with only a few parameters altered, the most 
important of which is the shock strength. 
;lDoorly, DJ., "A Study of the Effect of Wake Passing on Turbine Blades". D. Phil Thesis, University of Oxford, 

1983. 


